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Using the Toolkits
Guide to using our Teaching and Learning Toolkit and its Early Years companion




The Toolkits are designed to support teachers and school leaders who are making decisions about how to improve learning outcomes.



About the Toolkits




The Toolkits are based on real life data about what has happened when particular approaches have been used in schools before.
The Toolkits do not make definitive claims as to what will work to improve outcomes in a given school. Rather they provide high quality information about what is likely to be beneficial based on existing evidence – ‘best bets’ for what might work in your own context.
Because the Toolkits do not provide definitive answers, they should not be used in isolation. Your professional judgement and expertise is also needed to move from the information in the Toolkit to an evidence-informed decision about what will work best in your school.



Toolkit explainer videos





Teaching and Learning Toolkit



Early Years Toolkit


Download the guide below for advice on getting the most out of the Toolkits.



Toolkit guide
Accessible guidance for getting the most of our Toolkits





Teaching and Learning / Early Years Toolkit guide
Uploaded: 8 February, 2023 • 2.0 MB - pdf

Download resource Teaching and Learning / Early Years Toolkit guide
Using the Toolkits – A summary
Uploaded: 31 January, 2022 • 706.3 KB - pdf

Download resource Using the Toolkits - A summary
School leader reflections tool
Uploaded: 14 September, 2021 • 340.9 KB - pdf

Download resource School leader reflections tool
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Keep-up-to date with our latest news and resources
Our News Alerts are e‑mailed to 45,000+ subscribers regularly.
Register for updates
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